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Hot Gossip has reported that the forthcoming anime film "Shingeki no Kyojin (Attack on Titan)" will centre
around the character Eren Yeager who saved millions of citizens. This will be the first live-action movie.
Initial script of the movie was completed, where original producer Tetsuya Nakashima is in charge. The

movie will be directed by Hayao Miyazaki. Filming will commence from June. New characters will be added
to the film, which is expected to be released in 2016. The movie will be the first of it kind as it will have a

pace more detailed to the story line and character development than the anime series. Atlus has released a
brand new trailer for the upcoming 2-in-1 Shingeki no Kyojin: Kuinaki Sentaku/Attack on Titan: No Regrets

manga spin-off on the official anime website. The second volume of the two-part spin-off manga will include
a bonus extra chapter on November 30. Hit the jump to watch the trailer. Kodansha Comics has released the

cover and first page for the upcoming tankobon volume of the Shingeki no Kyojin spin-off manga Kuinaki
Sentaku/Attack on Titan: No Regrets illustrated by Hikaru Suruga. The first volume of the two-part spin-off is
scheduled for release on June 9, 2017. Hit the jump to view the cover art. Kodansha Comics has released a
first page preview of the upcoming Shingeki no Kyojin spin-off manga Kuinaki Sentaku/Attack on Titan: No
Regrets illustrated by Hikaru Suruga. The first volume of the two-part spin-off is scheduled for release on

June 9, 2017. Hit the jump to view the preview.
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additionally, the manga’s six-panel version is also confirmed for
the upcoming attack on titan season 2. so if you want to see
more of the amazing artwork, then start reading the manga

before the second season begins. and to catch up with the first
season before it starts, you can also check out the anime’s ova
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shingeki no kyojin: koku suru titan. kodansha is currently
preparing to simultaneously publish two volumes of shingeki no

kyojin: kuinaki sentaku/attack on titan: no regrets, a spin-off
manga of the attack on titan series illustrated by hikaru suruga
in the young magazine (ym) saturday edition. the two volumes
will be published by kodansha on june 9, 2017. hit the jump to
find out more. this was a pretty big deal for me. the fact that in
this coming week, my hubby can finally watch the first episode
of shingeki no kyojin. my favorite anime of all time and one of
the biggest series of the last few years. if you’re like me, then i

hope that the wait is worth it. watch the teaser here. the spin-off
story “shingeki no kyojin: kuinaki sentaku” is a prequel to the

main story of the shingeki no kyojin anime. it serves as a
prequel to the manga that is set around the time of eren

yeager’s childhood, and shows his life before the attack on his
hometown. in the story, one of eren’s childhood friends lives in

the same town as him. the purpose of the spin-off story is to see
how his friend who is always teasing eren turns out to be. the

official twitter account for the shingeki no kyojin: kuinaki
sentaku/attack on titan: no regrets manga posted a preview of

the first episode on monday. in the preview, we see eren’s
childhood friend mikasa ackerman, who is known as mikasa in
the manga. the preview also shows the audience that eren and
mikasa are childhood friends, but when she finds out that eren

is sick, she stops seeing him. 5ec8ef588b
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